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Designing Interactive Systems: A Comprehensive Guide to HCI and Interaction Design (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2010


	Designing Interactive Systems is aimed squarely at the next generation of interactive

	system designers. This book presents a coherent introduction to the practical issues

	of creating interactive systems and products from a human-centred perspective. It

	develops the principles and methods of human–computer interaction (HCI)...
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Using Galaxy Tab: An Android TabletApress, 2014

	Learn to use your Galaxy Tab with ease, no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point... Using Galaxy Tab is the essential guide to getting around Samsung's flagship and best selling Android-based tablet and e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Tab and registering; navigating around the interface and what all...
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Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter XCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter X is an introduction to drawing and painting using a Wacom graphics tablet and the industry standard software for pixel-based art. Each chapter is full of exercises designed to teach basic skills, such as eye-hand coordination. Easy-to-follow projects lead you from a simple, still life sketch to...
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CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice TestsSybex, 2016

	Master CEH v9 and identify your weak spots


	CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice Tests are the ideal preparation for this high-stakes exam. Five complete, unique practice tests are designed to help you identify weak spots in your understanding, so you can direct your preparation efforts efficiently and gain...
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Firewalls Don't Stop Dragons: A Step-By-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-TechiesWawasee Media, 2016

	Fully updated and expanded!
		
			Added steps for Windows 10 and Mac OS X El Capitan
	
			Over 30% more material
	
			Expanded coverage on mobile device safety
	
			Expanded coverage on safety for kids online


	Contains well over 100 tips with complete step-by-step...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Tablet PCsQue, 2003
If you just got a Tablet PC or are interested in learning more about what a Tablet PC can do, you've picked up the right book. I won't treat you like you're an idiot or a dummy—just someone who is new to the Tablet PC.

With that said, I will write from the perspective that you're not new to...
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JavaScript Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2013

	JavaScript Programmer's Reference is an invaluable resource that won't stray far from your desktop (or your tablet!). It contains detailed information on every JavaScript object and command, and combines that reference with practical examples showcasing how you can use those commands in the real world....
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2015

	Combining actionable, real-world source code with graphics, Pro Android Games, Third Edition shows you how to build more sophisticated and addictive Android game apps with minimum effort. Harness the power of the latest Android 5.0 SDK to bring countless legendary, action-packed PC games to the Android platform.


	With...
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Wireless Internet Security: Architecture and ProtocolsCambridge University Press, 2008
In describing tools for internet security, this title focuses on understanding the system architecture of existing security and on developing architectural changes for new security services. Topics include security threats in wireless networks, security services for countering those threats, and the process of defining functional architecture for...
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Digital Addiction: Breaking Free from the Shackles of the Internet, TV and Social MediaIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	
		Digital addiction is a very real threat.

	

	Find freedom today and get addiction treatment for video game addiction, technology addiction, cell phone addiction, internet addiction, and social media addiction with this powerful book!

	
		Do you find yourself struggling to break free from TV,...
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Professional Windows 8 Programming: Application Development with C# and XAMLWrox Press, 2012

	IT SEEMS LIKE YESTERDAY that Microsoft announced at its first annual BUILD conference the

	upcoming game-changing operating system: Windows 8. In the Microsoft world for the first time,

	Windows 8 was to provide an operating system that could create an ecosystem of apps that ran

	among phones, desktop computers, and tablets. Developers...
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Android Tablets For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get the most out of your Android tablet with this full-color reference


	Whether you are one of the millions who already have an Android tablet, or you are interested in joining the masses with a first-time purchase, this friendly guide is perfect for you! Written by the ultimate For Dummies author Dan Gookin, this...
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